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ABSTRACT
Diamonds in Dystopia is a body of work and web framework
for creatively datamining large sources of text for mobile interaction. So far we have used it for live-streaming poetry
performances at various locations such as SXSW Interactive
and TEDx in addition to fine arts installations. As a performance it is a web driven app for incorporating improvisation
into experiential storytelling. The audience acts as collaborator by sending word selections by tapping language on
their mobiles to trigger reactions to send a distilled, improvisational stanza culled from a massive corpus of text to the
poet on stage. The individual taps coming from the audience also trigger synthesized audio e↵ects at varying pitches
to create a musical experience as well as contributing to a visual projection of the poem and audience interactivity. Created by Vincent A. Cellucci (poet), Jesse Allison (Professor
of Experimental Music), and Derick Ostrenko (Professor of
Digital Art), the applications use natural language processing on text to generate an innovative media stage project.
The app creators are interested in creative data mining and
incorporating interactive media into performances that challenge people’s perceptions and expectations for the mediums
of music, digital art and design, and poetry.

1.

DIAMONDS IN DYSTOPIA

Diamonds in Dystopia is an interactive, live-streaming poetry web app that takes the audience through the sensory
decisions and experience of creating a poem collectively. It
utilizes creative data mining of the transcripts of 2050 TED
talks for phrases that can be organized into a poem.
For each rendition of Diamonds, the collaborators adapt
the seed poem, corpus, and language reconstruction technique for the location and performance context. This new
storytelling method celebrates the site specific resonance
between language, interactivity, and performance to create
unique performance-specific text and data artifacts. Figure
1

1.1

Software

Diamonds in Dystopia is a clustered Node.js application
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Figure 1: Participant in front of shared projection.

using NexusHub that is served and balanced between Google
Cloud Compute and a custom OpenStack installation for
interactive art. It was built with the intention of future
performers to be able to upload a large collection of texts
and a seed manuscript. With these two items the system is
prepped for an interactive poetry performance. Users connect to an Express.js HTTP server that displays the original
manuscript. They click on individual words that resonate
with them which get passed along to a server via WebSockets. Each time a user taps a word the collection of texts,
hosted on a Redis server, are searched for the top results that
contain that word. Those texts are used as a source material
for generation through something such as a markov chain algorithm to generate a new stanza of found text. These new
stanzas are fed to the performer who can choose via a controller interface running on their own mobile device which
to read and display on a theater view.

1.2

Hardware

Audience members use their own mobile devices that are
connected to the internet via WiFi or a cellular network;
these devices also add to the musical sound installation by
contributing sound e↵ects that vary the pitch for each user,
synthesized voices of the tapped words, and pushed audio
e↵ects sent from controller. As for serving the content Diamonds in Dystopia relies on virtualized “infrastructure as
a service” products such a OpenStack. A venue’s projectors and speakers further visualize and sonify theater performance content for the audience. Figure 2.

pushing art and technology to reveal hidden networks between people by creating structures for innovative forms of
expression and discovery. Website: frederickostrenko.com

Figure 2: Diamonds in Dystopia Shared projection.

2.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

Diamonds in Dystopia can be showcased as a performance
or installation, both of which require the audience to have
a connection to WiFi. For a performance, we need a venue
with projection and loudspeaker capabilities. The projector
would need to be connected to a computer that is running a
fullscreen version of Google Chrome. For an installation we
would need a space large enough for a mounted TV that is
connected to a small computer like a Mac mini with WiFi.
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Figure 3: Live Performance at 2016 TEDx Event.

